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The Pemox is a motor with the principle of Joe Flynns „Parallel Path Magnet Technology“ (PPMT).
I have designed it, after I realised that the known motor design of Joe Flynn is not the original
design of a PPMT. In Flynns „optimal flux core motor construction“ the permanent magnets are
placed outwards, what possibly makes the function different to an original PPMT-device.

„Optimal Flux Core Motor Construction“

„original PPMT-design“

The difference is in the path the magnetic flux lines take in the several materials.
But also the original PPMT-design is so not an „optimal Flux design“.
Therefore the Pemox is made complete differently. To understand the Pemox, you must think in 3D.
The design of a Pemox should be illustrated here step by step:
From a PPMT-original device the ends – after the coils - must be bend off in 90 degrees and the
ends at the outsides preliminary must be put away, so it looks like this:

original PPMT-device – bent off

Now at the ends must cut in a circle, so it looks like a pole shaded motor which iron-circle is cut off
two times (and without the shortcut-coils).

Pole shaded motor

Pemox – one piece of stator

Of course, you can make a Pemox with 2 pole shaded motors, if you cut off the iron-circle like
above and put away the shortcut-coils.

Two of this iron-packets must be put over each other and between them you must put in a
permanent magnet on each side.

Stator of the Pemox
The coils must be modified, if you want to practise with other potentials than 230 or 110 V (you
SHOULD take lower potentials for experimentations).
Now the rotor must be produced. The rotor is the end of the original PPMT-device, which further
were put away. The rotor of a pole shaded motor can´t be used because it´s build for a rotary field.
Even the rotor of a DC-motor can not be used, because it´s iron-packets are bound together.
To make these two gashed pole-shaded-motors a Pemox, the rotor must be designed of elongated,
soft-magnetic metal-stripes, which can be magnetized from the stator from top to bottom.

Rotor of a Pemox

constuction of a Pemox
So the flux-lines can flow alternately on the left and right side from the „North“-packet over the
rotor to the „South“-packet and so the rotor will be attracted. Is one rotor-stripe concentric to the
stator, the steering coils have to commutate, so this side will be flux-free and the rotor will be
attracted from the other side of the stator.

Magnetic flux lines
So the Pemox is an attracting motor. There is no repulsion, only the changing attraction of the
PPMT-principle of Joe Flynn.

To ensure an unruffled running of the rotor, propably it´s better to take a 3-pol-rotor with a 2-polstator (of course, the rotor can have more than 3 poles).
It´s essentially that the stator-packets are magnetic related together ONLY over the permanent
magnets – so don´t put metallic screws through both of the stator packets!
Because of the PPMT-principle (which is truly working) the rotor should attract with 4 times of
magnetic power.
For an easy control, which COP the Pemox can reach, probably it´s best to drive an alternator of a
car and charge a battery. Parallel connected to the battery you can put a load-resistance. So it´s easy
to compare the potential and current of the load with the power the Pemox required.

(How to start an alternator look at: wikipedia, e.g.: http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lichtmaschine)
There might be another problem: maybe the rotor will become magnetic over time. To avoid this, it
could be better to put a (weak) permanent magnet at the end of the rotor, so this magnets will
magnetize the rotor in the opposite direction. This reduces the Power, but ensures a long work for
the Pemox.

Note: Joe Flynn IS the inventor of the PPMT. AND: I´m not interested on a patent of the Pemox.
The only thing I want to know is, how good a Pemox can work!

